Abstract. An explicit resolvent formula is given for selfadjoint Toeplitz operators acting on the least harmonic majorant Hardy spaces of a multiply connected planar domain. This formula is obtained by using theta functions associated with the double of the domain. Several consequences concerning the spectral resolutions of selfadjoint Toeplitz operators are deduced.
A selfadjoint operator acting on a Hilbert space admits a diagonalization on a direct integral space with respect to a scalar spectral measure on the real line. This scalar spectral measure can be decomposed relative to Lebesgue measure into its atomic, absolutely continuous and singular continuous components. In many concrete selfadjoint problems there is no singular continuous component. This paper is concerned with the conjecture that for selfadjoint Toeplitz operators on multiply connected planar domains the singular continuous component is absent.
In the classical case where the domain is the unit disc, Rosenblum [10, 11] (see also the announcement by Ismagilov [7] ) has shown that a selfadjoint Toeplitz operator which is not a multiple of the identity is absolutely continuous. Actually, the work of these authors goes much further in that they provide a concrete diagonalization complete with multiplicity function and implementing unitary.
More recently, Pincus and Xia [9] have established that on a multiply connected domain, selfadjoint Toeplitz operators cannot be purely singular continuous. In fact, Pincus and Xia establish that the only way a selfadjoint Toeplitz operator on a multiply connected domain can be purely singular is when its symbol is constant on each component of the boundary. In this latter case, the spectrum and spectral multiplicity function has been described explicitly in Clancey [4] . Further, Pincus and Xia determine the spectral multiplicity of the absolutely continuous component and give bounds on the dimension of the eigenspaces in terms of the connectivity of the domain.
Here it will be shown that on a doubly connected domain a selfadjoint Toeplitz operator cannot have a singular continuous component. Further, on an arbitrary multiply connected domain, a selfadjoint Toeplitz operator whose symbol is either analytic or a simple function cannot have a singular continuous component. Although this is strong evidence for the conjecture, the general case remains open. One important feature of the approach here is that an explicit formula is obtained for the resolvent in terms of Riemann theta functions.
It is time to be more specific. Let D denote a g-holed planar domain whose positively oriented boundary dD is the union of the disjoint simple closed analytic curves bQ, bx, ... , b , where b0 bounds the unbounded component of the complement of D and bx, ... , b bound the g holes. Fix a in D. Let ma denote harmonic measure on «3D based at a. The closure H (mf) in L (mf) of the functions holomorphic on the closure of D is called the least harmonic majorant Hardy space of D based at a . The orthogonal projection of L (mf onto H (mf will be denoted by P. Given 4> m L°°(ma) one defines the Toeplitz operator 7^ on H (mf) by T^fi = Pqbf', f in H (mf).
The map tf> -> T. is a *-linear isometry from L°°(ma) into the C* algebra of bounded linear operators on H (mf). In particular, the Toeplitz operator T. is selfadjoint if and only if the symbol (¡> is real-valued. An excellent reference containing the elementary properties of Toeplitz operators on multiply connected domains is Abrahamse [1] .
The method used here will be to exploit the function theory of the Schottky double of the planar domain. Recall that the double of a g-holed planar domain D as described above is a compact Riemann surface X of genus g. This surface X is obtained by gluing a second copy tí of D to DudD along dD. The conformai structure on Y = D U dD is the usual conformai structure of Y considered as a bordered Riemann surface and the structure on tí is the conjugate of that on D. Thus the mapping J:X -> X interchanging points in D with their twins in tí is an antiholomorphic involution on the double X. Let G = G(z, a) be the Green's function for D with pole at z = a. The meromorphic differential -(ni)~xdGdz (d = 2~x[dx -idy]) on the closure reflects to an element in the space Ji (X) of meromorphic differentials on X, which is symmetric in the sense that J*dwa = dwa and such that the restriction of dWf to dD is precisely dma. The zero divisor of dwa (elements in the divisor group Div(X) of X will be written additively) has the form 3¡a + J2a , where 2a= px-\-\-p is the critical Green's divisor (this means px, ... , pg are the points in D where dG is zero). Let K2(ma) be the closure in L (mf) of the meromorphic functions f on JY such that the divisor (/) of / satisfies if) > Ja-J2>f . The orthogonal decomposition (0.1) L2(ma) = H2(mf)®K2 (ma) allows one to analyze Toeplitz operators in terms of the function theory on the double. It will be important that H2(ma) is a reproducing kernel Hubert space. This means that given z in D, there is an element kz in H (mf) satisfying 2 f(z) = (fi,kf), for any / in H (mf), where (•, •) denotes the inner product in H (mf). In fact, the key method used here is to solve "explicitly" the equations (T, -X)x = k2 using the techniques of Hubert barrier problems on Riemann surfaces as developed in Zverovich [12] . As usual, the theta function associated with the Riemann surface X can be used effectively in the situation here. It is necessary to mark the double by choosing a canonical homology basis ax, ... , a :bx, ... , b on X. This is conveniently accomplished by completing the 5-cycles bx, ... , b to such a homology basis as follows. Fix p0 in b0. Let a be a crosscut in D from p0 to b¡ and let a-= a. U -Ja.,, j = 1, ... , g, form the A -cycles. Let dwx, ... , dw be a basis for the space Sl(X) of holomorphic one forms dual to the above canonical homology basis. This basis of Cl(X) can be described explicitly as follows. Let ojj = ojj(z) be the harmonic measure of b and reflect the holomorphic differential dw ■ = dw-dz from F to a holomorphic differential still denoted dw¡ on X, j = I, ... , g. Let dw be the vector of holomorphic forms dw = (dwx, ... , dw )' (the "i" denotes transpose). The homology basis and the dual basis of Cl(X) have the requisite property that the g x 2 g Riemann period matrix has the form / dw, ... , / dw: / dw, ... ,
where / is the g x g identity matrix and the 5-period matrix t is of the form t = iP with P a positive definite real symmetric matrix. The complex torus Jac(X) = C*'/(Zs + xlf) is called the Jacobian variety of the marked double. The double X is mapped in a biholomorphic manner into Jac(X) by the Abel-Jacobi map Ç0: X -* Jac(X) defined by C0ip) = j dw mod(Z* + tZ*) , J pn where the base point p0 will always be chosen in b0 . The Abel-Jacobi map can be combined with the theory of the theta function to completely analyze the function theory of X. Recall that given a symmetric g x g complex matrix t whose imaginary part is positive definite one defines the theta function as the entire function defined on C* by 6(z) = d(z, t) = ^2 exp 271/1 -znxn + n z ).
The main result of this paper is 
where ta is a constant and coz, C(z) are constants depending only on z.
The resolvent representation in the above theorem should be compared with the result appearing as equation (2.5') in [11] . In the case of the unit disc the resolvent formula is as above without the ratio of theta functions factor. It is the denominator of this factor which permits the presence of singular spectra in the case of a multiply connected domain.
The above theorem will be used to rule out the presence of singular continuous spectra in case the domain is doubly connected or the symbol <j> is analytic or a simple function. Further, this representation of the resolvent yields explicit formulae for the absolutely continuous component of the spectral' measure. It should be noted that the vector constants ta, a>z and the real constant C(z) all have explicit form.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. § 1 contains preliminaries on the solution of the relevant Hilbert barrier problem on X. The construction of the reproducing kernel for H {mf) in terms of the prime form is also given in §1. The proof of Theorem 1 is given in §2 and here one will also find the explicit formula for the constant C(z). §3 is devoted to spectral analysis of T, obtained as consequences of Theorem 1.
Preliminaries
In this section we will develop the necessary prerequisites from the theory of Riemann surfaces to solve for Im A ^ 0 and for ab a real valued function in L°°(mf) the Toeplitz equation (T, -X)x = kz, where z -► kz, z in D, is the reproducing kernel on H2(ma). To describe the solutions of this equation it will be necessary to recall the techniques for solving the Hilbert barrier problem associated with a divisor along a system of curves on a compact Riemann surface. These barrier problems are discussed in Zverovich [12] . See also the discussion in Clancey [4] . In addition, in order tó describe the explicit form of the reproducing kernel kz it will be necessary to recall some standard facts concerning the construction of meromorphic functions and differentials using theta functions. References for this material on theta functions are Fay [6] and Mumford [8] . See also the discussion in Clancey [3] .
Any notations and conventions introduced in the introduction remain in effect. The spaces H2(ma) and K2(ma) have the following alternate descriptions. Consider the collection ß^2(ma) of functions g analytic on D for which ||s||2 = hm-i-/ \g\2*dG £i0 2n yG=E is finite. Every element g in A%f2(mf has a nontangential limit function g+ a.e. ma on dD and the correspondence g -> g+ is a unitary map from A%?2(mf) to H2(ma). Similarly, let A% (mf) denote the meromorphic functions g on JD whose divisors (g) satisfy (g)>Ja-2Aa and for which is finite (we have reflected the Green's function into JD). A function g in A%A2(m f) has a.e. ma a nontangential limit function g~ on dD and the map g -* g~ is unitary from Ji2(ma) to K2(mf). Thus it is clear that for G in L°°(ma) and fc in H2(mf) solving the Toeplitz equation TQx = k is equivalent to solving the generalized Hubert barrier problem: Find a sectionally meromorphic function g on X\dD such that g restricted to D is in ßt2(ma) and g restricted to /D is in 3?2(mf) with C7g+ = g~~ + k a.e. ma on <5D.
We will describe the usual approach to solving this barrier problem using a multiplicative factorization of the symbol G. This necessitates a discussion of the multiplicative Cauchy kernel. Fix a point b on X. This point will be taken in JD. The notation dXw_b will be used for the unique element in the space JAX(X) of meromorphic differentials on X having zero periods along the cycles ax ■ ■ ■ a , simple poles at w and b, with Resz=lu dXw_b = 1. The multiplicative Cauchy kernel A(z, w)dz = dXw_b(z) has the following properties. The theta function can be conveniently used to remove this multiplicative behavior of the function H defined in (1.1). We recall that the theta function is quasi-periodic in the sense that 6(z + m + xn,x) = exp2%i(-\n xn -n'z)6(z, t), for z in Cg and m, n in Zs. Consequently, for c, d in Cg, the function defined for p in X by 9(fpdw-c) (
is a multiplicative meromorphic function belonging to the character Xicij) = 1 ; xibj) = exp 2ni(cj -dß, j=l,...,g. Remarks, (i) Even after it is arranged that the function / has no zeros or poles in a neighborhood of dD, it is not obvious that the sectionally meromorphic function g = fiH satisfies lim / \g\ * dG < oo.
e^°JG=±e When the function F is sufficiently smooth (say Holder continuous), then g will be continuous up to the boundary and (1.3) will hold. Fortunately, in the arguments needed here we will be able to limit the use of functions of the form (1.1) to the case where F is smooth.
(ii) It is clear that when F = Log</3, then with tjf = (fH)+ and cf>~ = [(fiH)~]~x , at least formally, we have the "Wiener-Hopf factorization cf> = <p+4>~.
We now turn to a brief development of the Klein prime form on X. This form is the basic object for the explicit representation of meromorphic functions and differentials on X .
The prime form construction is based on the existence of a nonsingular odd half-period. This half-period is a point [e] = \pQ + \xv0 in Jac(X) where pQ, u0 are in Z*/2Z? such that p'0u0 is odd (so that 6([e]) = 0) and VÖ is not zero at [e] . The existence of a nonsingular odd half-period is established in Mumford [8] . We will let 6 . This involution also has the property that Ç0J = JÇ0, where we emphasize that this requires the base point p0 of the Abel-Jacobi map to be in dD. Further, -2A0 = Kx , where Kx is the value of the Abel-Jacobi map (based at p0) on the canonical class. This means Kx = Ç0((dw)), where dw is any meromorphic differential on X. Since the divisor «f satisfies C0(2^) = -2A0, then there must be an element dwg. in Q(X) with (dwg.) = 2«f . Indeed, this holomorphic one-form is given by 7=1 J The (class of the) holomorphic line bundle L% over X determined by the divisor class of «f has the property that Lr ®Lg, is equivalent to the canonical bundle. Choose a holomorphic section Ar of Lg, such that h2g. = dwg,.
The prime form E is defined by e(z W) = eM¡yñ
This form E can be considered as a holomorphic form of weight -\, -\ on X' xX', where X' is the universal cover of X. Fix w0 in X. Then E(z, wf is a multiple-valued holomorphic differential of weight -j in the variable. The multiple-valued nature of E(z, w0) (which arises from the function d[e] appearing in the form E(z, wf)) can be described as follows. Fix coordinate charts at z0 and w0 . Beginning and ending at zQ , continue E(z, wQ) along a cycle which is homologous to X(«¡a¡ + m¡b¡). When E(z, wf) is computed near z0 in the same coordinate charts, then this continuation produces a change in E(z, wf) by the multiplicative factor exp ni(v0m -p0n -mxpf) exp ( 2nim / dw J, where n = (nx, ... , ng) and m = (mx, ... , m ). The most important feature of E(z, wf is that its divisor is well defined and equals w0 . The representing measure ma has the property that on dD dma = dXf_jf/2ni.
For simplicity of notation we will write dwa for the meromorphic differential dXa_jf/2ni which restricts to dma on dD. The divisor of the differential has the form 3¡a -a + J(3¡a -a) where 2¡a = zx(a) H-Y zg(a) is the critical Green's divisor consisting of those points in D (counting multiplicity) where dWf/dz vanishes. It turns out that the point ta = C0(3'f)-C0ia) + A0 is real point (ta e ~R8/Zg) in Jac(A'). The function 6 does not vanish on the real torus T0 = Ptf ¡Zg in Jac(.Y). Moreover, ta is a point in T0 satisfying
where coa = (cox(a), ... , co (a))' is the vector with ;'th component the value cofa) of harmonic measure of b¡ (j = 1, ... , g) based at a. It should be remarked that 6 is Zg periodic, consequently, it makes sense to speak of solutions of (1.4) in T0. We want to describe the differentials dwa in terms of the theta function and the prime form. This representation is given in Fay [6] . See also [3] , where the normalizations are consistent with those in this paper. The following representation holds: 1 E(a, Ja) 6 (¡pf dw + tf) e j!p dw -ta) 1 J a[P> 2niE(a,p)E(p,Ja) 6(ta +coa)d(ta)
In (1.5) and from now on ta will denote a fixed point in Rg representing ta considered as an element in Jac(X). Note that the reproducing kernel kz , z in D, has the form
where P is the orthogonal projection onto H (ma). This presentation of kz is not adequate for our purposes. The following representation of the reproducing kernel appears as Proposition 6.15 in Fay [6] . In particular, kz is holomorphic and belongs to H2(ma). On dD it can be checked that (ll) T: ,_i g( Xf dw + tf)6($Jfa dw + tf E(z, Ja)E(p, a) Oifi" dw + tfd {¡p dw + tf) Eia, Ja)E(p, z) '
Further, it can be verified that the meromorphic differential kz(p)dwa(p) has only a simple pole in D at p = z with residue (27t/)_1 . Consequently, for any / in H2(ma), fit) = f fk2dwa = (f, kf).
JdD
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Theorem 1
Let 4> be a real-valued element in L°°(wa). For Im A ^ 0, we will let Log(«7j -X) denote the principal determination of the logarithm of the function 0 -X, where -n < Im Log z < n. Assume first that the symbol <j> is smooth (for example, it is sufficient to assume that qb is Holder continuous of order 0 < a < 1 as a function of arclength on dD). ''-¿LLog(^-î s in Rg . Now the function 6 associated with the double of a planar domain does not vanish on Rg (see Fay [6] and also [3] ). Thus for z fixed there is at most a countable set of points X off [m, M] where the function defined in (2.2) vanishes at Jz . Observe that, under the hypothesis that the function fiz is not identically zero, the function fiz belongs to the character X(ûj-) = 1; Xibj) = exp(j Log(0 -X)dWj j , j=l,...,g.
Further, the divisor of fiz is given by (/z) =®l-Jz + Ja-J3f, where the divisor 3¡x is of degree g and satisfies C0(^,) + A0 = C0iJz) -ta + í¿ jdD Log(0 -X)dw .
Assuming the hypothesis that X and z are such that fiz is nonzero, let hz = fizH. This function restricted to D is in ^ (mf) and satisfies (çb-X)(hz)+ = (hz)-.
The divisor of the function hz is the same as the divisor of fiz and, therefore, 2 hz restricted to JD would be in the space AA%A (mf) except for the pole at Jz which must be removed. This pole can be removed by subtracting the appropriate multiple of kz. In fact, since both hz and kz have the factor E(Jz, a)E(p, Ja) E(Ja, a)E(p, Jz) ' then it is easy to see that hz -K(z)kz is in 3P2(mf), where
for an appropriate choice of H(Jz). The above discussion shows that (T4>-X)hz = K(z)kz.
We can now conclude that
with ( The result in (2.5) was established for z fixed and X satisfying the hypothesis that the function fiz was not identically zero. It follows by analytic continuation of both sides of (2.5) that this equation holds with z fixed for all X. Finally, the identity (2.5) is extended to an arbitrary tf> in L°°(mf) by approximating 4> by a sequence 4>n of Holder continuous functions which converge pointwise boundedly to <fr . The sequence of Toeplitz operators T, converges strongly to T, . Since (2.5) holds for each of the operators T, (with z and X fixed), then it holds for arbitrary </) in L°°(ma). This completes the proof of the theorem.
Spectral analysis of Toeplitz operators
There are well-developed techniques for investigating the nature of the spectral resolution A = J tdE( of a bounded selfadjoint operator A on a Hubert space %? using, for k in ß?, the resolvent form
This form is a holomorphic function in the upper half-plane Im A > 0 having positive definite imaginary part, consequently, one has a representation
where ôk is a compactly supported measurable function satisfying 0 < Sk < 1. Connections between the "phase shift" Sk and the measure í/||/í;/c||2 have been described in Aronszajn and Donoghue [2] . (See also, Donoghue [5] .) We recall some of these connections. I. Suppose that on an interval (c, d) in R the function Sk , which is given a.e. with respect to Lebesgue measure by where At = {p e dD:<p(p) < t) and
with dv = \* dw a vector signed measure on dD.
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Remarks, (i) The function \p appearing in the above proposition is nonzero and finite a.e. on R. This last remark can be seen as follows. Since 6 is Zg periodic, then for any x in Rg the function is a bounded holomorphic function in the upper half-plane Im a > 0. Consequently, this function will have nonzero finite nontangential limiting values at almost every t in R. The function ip is the ratio of two nontangential limit functions of this form.
(ii) It can be that rf||jE'/fc|| /dt is zero for almost every t. For example, if 0 is constant on each component of dD, then T, will be purely singular. This follows from general principles (see, for example, Abrahamse [1] ). The real numbers t not in the range of 0, where vanishes are the eigenvalues of T, [4] . Consequently, if 0 is constant on each component of dD, then, for t not an eigenvalue or in the range of 0, i/||£ A: || ¡dt will be zero. This fact can be verified directly from the result in Proposition 2 by using the fact that for such a point t the vector (i/2) fA dv is a half-period. 
